Plans will call for one of two soffit/fascia details:

Ventilated vinyl soffit with
bent aluminum fascia

OR

Ventilated LP Smartside soffit
panels with 1x6 rabbeted fascia

First, let’s talk terminology:
Peak
Rake
Subfascia

Birdbox
or

Fascia

Boxing Return
Soffit

Remember:
Rake: Pitched edge of a roof;
leads from eave to peak.
Eave: Level bottom edge of a
roof; overhangs a wall.

Eave
Dripedge

Introduction

TOOLS

Use 1 ½” roofing nails
to install soffit.
Use tin snips to cut F-channel,
vinyl soffit, and aluminum fascia.

NAILS
Use roofing nails to install Fchannel to house.
– If nailing directly to framing (like on
porches), use 1 ½” nails.
– If nailing through blueboard, use at
least 2” roofing nails (or 16d exterior
trim nails.)

Use white panel nails to
install aluminum fascia.

Introduction
Installing a system of vinyl soffit has three basic steps:
1) Install F-channel
against the house to
hold one side of soffit.

3) Install painted aluminum fascia
to hide subfascia and ends of soffit.

2) Install vinyl soffit by slotting
one side into F-channel and
nailing the other to subfascia.

F-Channel | On eaves
When installing F-channel on eaves
(before exterior trim):

Soffit is supported on the
subfascia by nails,
and on the
house by F-channel.

Install top of F-channel
level with the bottom
of subfascia.

F-Channel | On Eaves
1) On each end of the wall make a
mark level with the subfascia
(this is top of the F-channel).

2) Measure down from this mark
the height of F-channel (1 ½”).

To Install:
1 ½”
3) Chalk a line between the points
(this is bottom of the F-channel).

4) Install F-channel with
the bottom on this line.

F-Channel | On Rakes
F-Channel on Rakes
Always install the top of F-channel
level with the bottom of subfascia.

On rakes with 2x4 subfascia, push
F-channel up to bottom of lookouts.
Be careful to maintain a straight line as
you nail; F-channel is very flexible.

On rakes with 2x6 subfascia,
use a 2’ level and chalk a line
level with the bottom of the
subfascia, like on eaves.

F-Channel | At Birdboxes

Where birdbox framing is in the
way of F-channel, you can either trim
it to fit or leave it out entirely.
It is better to run F-channel a
little long at the bottom and top
of rakes (where soffit will hide it)
than to have it be a little short
(which will show a gap).

Vinyl Soffit | F-Channel
At corners:
Inside corners meet at
a simple 90° butt-joint.

Outside corners meet at 45°
angles so that the inside of the
track isn’t in the way of the soffit.

Vinyl Soffit | F-Channel
Where two eaves intersect:
1)

1) Install 2x4 blocking or continue
subfascia to connect the two
eaves.
– Check with a supervisor to see if the
front or sides of soffit should run long.

2) Install two pieces of F-channel
(back-to-back) to this blocking.
3) To make life easier, start
installing soffit from this point in
each direction.
– This way, if you have to face-nail a
piece to hold it in the F-channel, the
next piece of soffit can hide that nail.

2)
3)

Vinyl Soffit | F-Channel
Some supervisors prefer to mount F-channel
directly to the back of the 1x4 trim.
• This requires a little more planning but helps
maintain a perfectly straight line.
– It is also helpful on heights (like tall gables on
second-stories) because it reduces the amount
of installation that must be done from
ladders/scaffolding.

• Install F-channel to trim using ½” staples or ½”
roofing nails.

This 1x4 trim is
almost always
installed directly
under F-channel.

Vinyl Soffit

To measure each piece,
push your tape measure
into the F-channel.

Vinyl soffit comes in pieces
12’ long and 12” wide.
It can be ventilated (shown)
or solid (rarely used).
Measure to the outside
edge of the subfascia.

Use a large speed square to draw a straight,
square line and cut piece using tin snips.

Vinyl Soffit |First Piece
• Measure and cut your first piece
and tack it in place with one nail.
• Always square the first piece
before completely nailing it in.
• Push a framing square flat against
the house in the F-channel, and
pivot the piece until its edge lines
up perfectly with the square.

First piece on eaves will need 4 nails.

First piece on rakes will need 2 nails.

Vinyl Soffit |Installation
1) Each piece clips into the
previous one with these folded
“hooks” at the edges.

2) Push piece completely
into F-channel.

3) Pull piece taut and install with
one roofing nail through nailing
flange and into subfascia.

Vinyl Soffit | Best Practices
Like most construction materials, soffit will expand and
contract given temperature and humidity conditions.
Make sure to pull each piece taut.
• If installed too loose, when pieces expand
they will droop and can come unhooked.
• If installed too tight, when pieces contract
they can snap and come unhooked.

After they’re installed, loose pieces are
very easy to see and very difficult to fix.

Vinyl Soffit | Best Practices
The edge of each piece of soffit should land just
short of the edge of the subfascia.
• Pieces that are too long and overhang the
subfascia will interfere with the fascia.
– Always trim long pieces before installing them!

• Pieces that are too short will be much harder to
nail securely into subfascia.
– Do not install a piece if its edge is more than ½”
short of the subfascia’s edge. Cut another piece!
Too long;
pieces should
never overhang
subfascia!
Perfect!
Almost too short!

Vinyl Soffit | Nailing

This is ideal: through the
hole in the nailing flange.

Where the hole is cut,
make a new one.

Avoid nailing here; it
will interfere with the
next piece clipping in.

Some pieces will need to be face-nailed (nailed somewhere
other than through the nail flange). In those cases:
When possible, put nails in
the “valley” of the piece.
When nailing through this face, do
not sink the nail! You don’t want
to compress the face of the soffit.

Vinyl Soffit | At Peaks
Always run soffit continuously through a peak.
• Do not stop one course at the peak and start
another one going down.

You may need to use
extra nails through
the face of the soffit
to help hold it tight
into the angle of the
peak. Fascia will hide
these nails later.

Vinyl Soffit |Last Piece
Cut the last piece to fit as tightly as possible.
On eaves:

On rakes:

Vinyl Soffit | Penetrations
Penetrations
• Cut soffit as closely as possible
around penetrations.

Aluminum Fascia| Installation
Aluminum (“bent metal”) fascia is
custom cut and bent on site to
cover the subfascia.
The top edge fits under dripedge.

The bottom lip tucks under
soffit and hides the cut edges.

Aluminum Fascia| Installation
On eaves, always start at the back of the house and move forward.
(This way the overlaps hide the gaps.)
No one wants to
see this gap from
their front walk.
But from the other side,
the overlap disappears.

On rakes, always start at the bottom of the rake and move up.
(This way water can’t drip between the pieces.)

Aluminum Fascia| Installation
Check with the supervisor to see whether they prefer
birdbox fascia to be installed before or after rake/eave fascia.
Always bend an edge around corners
on the first piece in each section.
The next piece will overlap this lip
and end flush with the corner. This
leaves a clean finish with no gaps.

Aluminum Fascia| Installation
Push the bent corner up tight against the bottom of the soffit—
but not so tight that it begins to bend outward.
• Work in pairs and push the entire piece as one and at once.
– Pushing up one corner at a time will cause it to buckle and wrinkle.

• It is better to have a small gap between soffit and fascia than to
have a big wrinkle in the fascia.

Aluminum Fascia| Nailing
Do not nail within 3” of an
end; the fascia will pucker
in at the nail and pull away
at the edge, opening a gap.

Overlap pieces by 6”.

Install using pairs of white
aluminum nails every 2’.

Be very careful with your
hammer! Don’t dent or scratch
the painted aluminum.

Aluminum Fascia| Installation
At Corners:
Remember: Bend a lip on the first
piece to wrap around any corners.
The second piece overlaps this lip
and ends flush with the corner.

At Peaks:
Run the first piece long, notching the
bottom lip where it will hit the soffit.

Second piece overlaps
with a plumb cut.

